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MINUTES OF MEATING

MOM held in between Aditya Banerjee.(Manager Sales And Marketing) of lntech Energy System
Pvt Ltd, Pune and Mr. Sanjeev Jahagirdar (DGM - Spining) of M/S Morarjee Textile Ltd, Butibori,
Nagpur. With the followings:-

M/S lntech Energy System Pvt. Ltd ,the manufacturer of Bio -based Lubricants has approached
with the technical parameters of their spindle oil lP- SP- 100 ( Grade 1O), VS the existing spindle
oil SERVO EE 10 and ENKLO 72 andgear oil IMEP,GO 100 ( Grade 15O ) VS the ENKLO 320 use by
MIS Morarjee of their various Spindles and gearboxes.

M/s Morarjee Textile Ltd, kindly agreed to given the opportunity for free trial to IESpL and also
provided machine protocol for their spindle no TFO L2, TFO 7 and LR a. Rccorbingly IESpL
provided the free samples of spindle oi! and gear oil as above with the technical person along
with Aditya Banerjee on 1,9h Dec 2ot4 M/S Morarjee Textiles Ltd has also provided their
technical team along with the IESPL team for starting the trial. on 19 th of dec.14 installed the
energy meter of IESPL at TFo-12 0f and Loadmaster of MTL at LR -8 and started compute the
electrical parameter from 20th dec. 2014.
A- TFo -12-, Spindles-(Motor: 22 Kw/ 1440rpm) Energy computed in before with ENKLo 12

from 20th dec 14 to 25th dec.14 at 1.1 am. And again after changing the oil with Drighayu
Spindle oil from 25th dec.14 5 pm to 3Othdec.L4 11am, and jointly observed the energy
saved by using IESPL Dirghayu brand Bio-based spindle oil 5.59 % Units per Hour and
5'58o/o units per KG and also the temperature of equipment reduced from 40.6 degree to
34 degree. The observation report enclosed.
LR 8 :- spindles-( Motor;45K$ 12140 rpm) Energy computed with the loadmaster provided
by Morarjee textile in before with their servo EE 10 spindle oil from lgthdec 14 to 24thdec 14
and again after changlng the spindle oil of IESPL Dirghayu brand as above again started
compute energy equal in before changing the oil till 2Sthdec L4, but unfortunately the pF.
was with servo EE 10 ic 0.99 and incase of changing after Dirghayu spindle oilthe pF was
0'87 and hence energy saving could not be found, However M/S Morarjee Textile Ltd has
agreed to retry again this application after rectifying the pF in equal for both, tESpL has
conformed and claimed the saving if PF will equal for both in the machine while operating.
TFoT spindle :- (Motor:30 KW) : ln this machine they have taken a trialforthegear oil of
ENKLo 32ov/s Dirghayu IMEP Go 1@ (Grade 150 ). The triatstarted with existing oil ENKLo
320 and computed the energy from 3othdec L4 L2.LS pm to r.'t Jan 15, 10.20 am then again
after changing with Dirghayu gear oil lMEP Go 100 (Grade 150) compute the energy with
various parameter from 2nd Jan 15 3.20 pm to 5th Jan 10.20 am on sth the observatiof taken
jointly and obserued the energy saved 5.G1% units/Hours and 4.95 % units/KG.
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